Tree search and its more complicated variant, tree search optimization problem. Hence it seems that an optimization strategy combining the good properties of both evoand simultaneous multiple DNA sequence alignment, are lutionary algorithms and local search would be ideal. In difficult NP-complete optimization problems, which this study, aspects of global optimization and local search require the application of advanced computational techare discussed, and the method of simulated evolutionary niques, if large data sets are to be solved within reasonoptimization is reviewed in detail. The application of able computation times. Traditionally tree search has simulated evolutionary optimization to tree search in been attacked with a search strategy that is best described Parsigal is then reviewed briefly. ᭧ 2001 The Willi Hennig Society as multistart hill-climbing; local search by branch swapKey Words: tree search; genetic algorithm; evolutionary ping has been performed on several different starting optimization; local search; optimization; minimum evotrees. Recently a different tree search strategy was tested lution tree; Parsigal. in the Parsigal parsimony program, which used a combination of evolutionary optimization and local search. Evolutionary optimization algorithms use principles
INTRODUCTION adopted from biological evolution to solve technical optimization tasks. Evolutionary optimization is a stochastic
Searching for most parsimonious trees is a commonglobal search method, which means that the method is place step in parsimony analysis. Finding even some able to escape local optima, and is in principle able to of the trees of the shortest length is not a trivial probproduce any solution in the search space (although this lem; even for modest sized data sets the size of the may take a long time). Local search techniques, such as search space is huge, and practice has shown that the branch swapping, employ a completely different search search space can be filled with numerous local optima. strategy; they exploit local information maximally in Tree search has traditionally been done by generating order to achieve quick improvement in the value of the many different initial trees and performing branch objective function. However, local search algorithms lack swapping on each of those until the tree length can the ability to escape from local optima, which is a fundanot be shortened further (see Goloboff, 1996 , and refermental requirement for any search algorithm that aims ences therein). Branch swapping is basically one way of doing local search, and this search strategy can be to be able to discover the global optimum of a multimodal thus called multistart hill-climbing, which means perlutionary algorithm operates on a population of solutions, which are called individuals or chromosomes. Each forming local search on a number of different initial solutions.
individual is assigned a fitness value based on the value of the objective function for that individual. The fitness Local search improves the current solution by examining the neighborhood of the solution and choosing of an individual determines the probability with which the individual gets to take part in reproductiona better solution if one can be found. If the number of local optima for the problem is large, then local search individuals with high fitness reproduce on average more often than individuals with low fitness. This fitcannot be expected to find (one of) the global optimum, as it is unlikely that the starting point for local search ness proportionate selection causes a selection pressure that guides the search toward promising sections of the lies in the basin of attraction of the global optimum. However, any tree search method that is supposed to search space. An evolutionary optimization algorithm typically proceeds generation by generation; individube able to find most parsimonious trees must be able to deal with the problem of multiple local optima. The als of generation n produce the individuals of generation n ϩ 1. In addition to selection, so-called variation mentioned method of using many different starting trees is one possibility for doing this. Another quite operators are needed. The two most common variation operators are recombination, which is often called crosssuccessful method is used by the Parsimony Ratchet (Nixon, 1999) , which, after getting stuck in a local optiover, and mutation. The recombination operator combines information in two (or more) parent individuals mum, perturbs the character weighting, reoptimizes the tree with perturbed weights to escape from the into two child individuals that exhibit properties of both parents. Mutation makes one or more random changes local optimum, and then continues the search with original weights in an attempt to find a shorter tree.
in the individual. Canonical genetic algorithms hold that the only role of mutation is to reintroduce into Yet another method for escaping local optima is used by the Parsigal parsimony computer program (Moilathe population such variation that has disappeared because of selection, and therefore mutation is usually nen, 1999). It uses a combination of local search and a method called simulated evolutionary optimization, done with a low frequency. In contrast, other variants of evolutionary optimization algorithms, such as evoluwhich uses principles of natural evolution to solve optimization problems. Goloboff (1999) uses a variant tion strategies, consider mutation an important search operator. Figure 1 gives a visual example of how the (called tree fusing) of the evolutionary algorithm crossover operator as a part of an advanced implementation population of search points converges to the optimum as an evolutionary algorithm progresses. of tree search, and he finds that tree fusing is especially beneficial in the final phases of search when local
The main use of evolutionary optimization is with difficult real-world problems that can exhibit features search by branch swapping no longer succeeds in improving solutions. Goloboff (1999) also implements such as multimodal, nonconvex, nonsmooth, and possibly disjoint search spaces (Tö rn and Ž ilinskas, 1989, certain other high-level search strategies that can be used for escaping local optima. Simulated evolutionary p. 6). An often-repeated advantage of evolutionary optimization algorithms is that they can be adapted to optimization has not before been reviewed in detail in the context of tree search. Therefore, the method of practically any search spaces; evolutionary algorithms do not require the search space to be unimodal or evolutionary optimization is reviewed in detail here, aspects of local search are discussed, and finally, the continuous nor do the objective function and constraints need to be smooth. With difficult problems it combination search strategy used in the Parsigal program is briefly reviewed.
is of course in many cases impossible to know for sure that the solution found is indeed the global optimum. However, it often is enough to recognize an improvement over solutions produced by other optimization
EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMIZATION
methods, which is the case also in tree search. Evolutionary optimization algorithms are also extremely easy to parallelize, which is an important practical adEvolutionary optimization adapts principles of evolution to the solving of optimization problems. An evovantage (Mü hlenbein et al., 1991) . The two easiest ways problem with an evolutionary algorithm proceeds in three steps. First the objective function and possible constraints to the solution must be specified. Then a suitable representation (genetic coding) and related genetic operators should be adapted. Finally the parameters (and possibly operators) of the evolutionary algorithm are tuned to achieve maximal performance and the results are compared with those achieved with other optimization methods.
Variants of evolutionary optimization algorithms have been applied to a very wide range of practical problems. Three recent reviews (Fogel, 1994; Atmar, 1994; Bäck et al., 1997b) , the bibliography by Alander (1996) , and the books by Holland (1975) , Goldberg (1989) , Koza (1992) , Fogel (1995) , ), Mitchell (1996 ), Bäck (1996 ), and Bäck et al. (1997a provide a good starting points for research into evolutionary algorithms in general, and the recent proceedings of prominent conference series ICGA (International Conference on Genetic Algorithms; Eshelman, 1995; Bäck, 1997) and PPSN (Parallel Problem Solving Voigt et al., 1996;  mizing a simple function (Bohachevsky function; see Fogel, 1995 , p. Eiben et al., 1998 contain expansive sections on the 171) using an evolutionary algorithm. The evolutionary algorithm various applications of evolutionary computation. , 1983; Aarts and Korst, 1989) or Tabu search and at generation 20, superimposed on contour plots of the same (Glover, 1986; Cvijović and Klinowski, 1995) . Tabu function. With this simple problem the population quickly converges search is used most in combinatorial optimization, to the region of search space containing the global optimum for whereas simulated annealing is firmly established as the function. a method for real-valued optimization. Evolutionary algorithms and simulated annealing have been compared or combined in several studies with varying results (Davis, 1987; Lin et al., 1993; Chen and Flann, to achieve this are (i) to distribute the computation of fitness values of individuals to several processors or 1994; Laursen, 1994; O'Reilly and Oppacher, 1994; Varanelli and Cohoon, 1995; Bernier et al., 1996) . There is (ii) to run several optimization runs simultaneously on different processors. The latter alternative is probably a fundamental difference between evolutionary algorithms and simulated annealing in that simulated angood enough for most purposes, as it is often better to run several moderately short optimization runs than nealing operates with one search point only, whereas evolutionary algorithms accumulate useful informaone long optimization run (Koza, 1992, pp. 195-199) .
Evolutionary optimization algorithms are not espetion in the population of solutions (Atmar, 1994) . Simulated annealing is thus a Markovian and memoryless cially difficult to implement, but it must be admitted that so many different variants of evolutionary algoprocess, which increases the probability of entrapment in a single optimum. It follows that the population rithms have been published that finding the most efficient combination of algorithm structure, genetic operbase and recombination operator are likely to provide an advantage for evolutionary algorithms with some ators, and parameter values for any particular purpose is not necessarily easy. The process of solving a new difficult problem classes (Atmar, 1994) . I next describe the structure of a typical evolutionary optimization almay be more efficient (Janikow and Michalewicz, 1991; Eshelman and Schaffer, 1993a Schwefel and Rudolph, 1995, and references therein) and evolutionary programming (see , and The following algorithm implements a variant of references therein; Bäck et al., 1997b) prefer to use a realevolutionary optimization complemented with local valued coding, which seems more natural for many search. Parts of the algorithm will be discussed in detail optimization tasks. Yet another coding is used in gein the following sections.
netic programming (GP; Koza, 1992 ; see Koza et al., 1996 , and references therein), which operates on tree Algorithm 1 structures, the natural coding for tree search. The evolutionary algorithm presented in the previous section Define P (n) as the population in generation n; G as most resembles a typical GA or GP algorithm. the number of generations in the evolutionary optimization algorithm; S as the population size; and S n as the population size in generation n.
Common Parts of an Evolutionary
1. Create the initial population P (1) .
Optimization Algorithm
2. FOR n ϭ 1, 2, . . . , G DO 2.1 Evaluate the fitness of individuals in P (n) .
Initialization

Copy the individual with the highest fitness
The initial population is typically generated from in
(This is the randomly constructed solutions. If fitness for a ranelitist strategy.) domly generated solution is typically exceedingly 2.3 WHILE S (n+1) Ͻ S DO poor, it is possible that a single or few relatively good 2.3.1 Select two parents, p 1 and p 2 , from P (n) individuals will dominate the reproduction in the first using fitness proportionate selection.
generations, which may cause so-called premature con-2.3.2 Produce two children, c 1 and c 2 , by recomvergence (Davis, 1991, pp. 25-26; Shaffer, bination between p 1 and p 2 .
1991). Premature convergence means that the popula-2.3.3 Mutate c 1 and c 2 with probability p m . tion converges to a local optimum, variation disap-2.3.4 Perform local search on c 1 and c 2 .
pears from the population, and thereafter further im-2.3.5 Add c 1 and c 2 to P (n+1) Set S (n+1) ϩ 2. provement in optimization is more difficult and mostly 2.4 Terminate if current best solution is good due to effects of mutation. In such a case it may be enough.
beneficial to use overselection (Koza, 1992) in initialization. In overselection m times the population size, mS, Representation random individuals are generated but only the S best ones are retained for the initial population. Initial soluRepresentation in the context of evolutionary optimitions can also be constructed with deterministic methzation signifies the structure into which the solution is ods, which may cause reduced variation in the initial coded; it affects mainly the implementation of genetic population. Whether this is beneficial or harmful for operators, but does not alter the general underlying the optimization unfortunately depends on the particuconcept of evolutionary optimization. In a canonical lars of the fitness landscape and generally must be genetic algorithm (GA; Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989) discovered by trial. the solution is typically coded into a binary character string, which is often called a chromosome. According
Fitness and Reproduction
to the schema theorem by Holland (1975) , this binary alphabet has certain theoretical advantages, but pracThe typical evolutionary optimization algorithm proceeds generation by generation. (So-called steady tice has shown that other problem-specific codings state GAs (Davis, 1991) do not have discrete generaIt follows that an individual may be chosen for reproduction zero, one, or many times. tions, but I will not go into this.) For each generation n the population for the next generation n ϩ 1 is generThree other often used selection schemes are tournament selection , rank selection ated based on the fitnesses of individuals in the current population. The fitness of individual i, f i , often is not (Goldberg, 1989) , and truncation selection (Mü hlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen, 1993a) . In these selection directly the value for the objective function. O i . Rather, we use an adjusted fitness measure, which is a decreasschemes individuals are ranked into an order based on O i , and selection is based on the rank of the individing (increasing) function of O i when minimizing (maximizing). Two possibilities for adjusted fitness funcual. For example, in truncation selection the best T% of the individuals are eligible for reproduction, and tions are (when minimizing) the parent individuals are drawn randomly with equal probabilities from this T% fraction. Rank-based selec-
tion schemes are independent of the distribution of the fitness values of individuals, which simplifies the or construction of the selection scheme. When using roulette wheel selection and a constant
, [2] adjusted fitness function, convergence slows down as the global optimum is approached because the differwhere ␣ is a parameter setting the strength of the selecences in fitness between individuals are reduced as the tion pressure and O best is the lowest value for the objecoptimization progresses (Mü hlenbein and Schliertive function found so far. Selection is done based on kamp-Voosen, 1993a). Both premature convergence normalized fitness, and the slowing down of convergence with roulette wheel selection can be alleviated by using a changing
measure for adjusted fitness; that is, ␣ in Eqs.
[1] and [2] is replaced by an increasing function of generation number, ␣ (g). One possibility for this is: where S is the population size of the evolutionary algorithm. Often so-called fitness proportionate roulette wheel Fig. 2) is used, in which the probability of an individual to be chosen for reproduction is simply N i .
Initially the selection pressure should be low to help avoid premature convergence. The selection pressure is then gradually intensified as the generations progress, which helps to avoid the slowing down of convergence. Another possibility to avoid premature convergence is to use localized reproduction combined with a population that is positioned on a grid (Mü hlenbein et al., 1991; Gorges-Schleuter, 1992; Pál, 1994; McIlhagga et al., 1996) , in which parents for a new individual at a grid position are chosen with fitness proportionate selection from the immediate neighborhood of the position. This type of a GA variant is called the distributed GA (DGA). In another context Laursen (1994) studies a parallel variant of simulated annealing (SA), which exploits similar techniques as the DGA, and finds that the performance of the SA algorithm im- for an individual leads via fitness to a normalized probability of reproduction.
Often a small addition to the basic selection scheme, In binary coded GAs mutation means a bit flip from generation the current best individual is copied un-0 to 1 or vice versa. In GA literature mutation is viewed changed to the population of the next generation. Usuas a secondary operator, whose significance is to make ally elitist selection has been found to be beneficial for sure that variation cannot completely disappear from the performance of evolutionary optimization. Howthe population. Mutation is generally done with a low ever, if the object function is time varying, elitist selecprobability for each gene (chromosome location); one tion should be used with caution, as it may impair simple guideline is to use p m ϭ 1/L, where L is the the population's capability of following the changing length of the chromosome (Mü hlenbein, 1992; Bäck, fitness landscape. Elitist selection guarantees asymp-1994). High mutation rates are generally considered to totic convergence to the global optimum, but unforbe disruptive, meaning that the children become very tunately with an unknown rate of convergence different from the parents and that the search can there- (Rudolph, 1994) .
fore behave as random search. Bäck (1993) discovers, however, that with multimodal objective functions a mutation rate higher than 1/L may be beneficial, as it
Recombination
can help the population more easily escape local optima. With real-valued codings mutation can mean for Recombination is perhaps the search operator that example adding an N(0, ) normally distributed ranmost clearly distinguishes evolutionary optimization dom number to the value of the mutated chromosome algorithms from other stochastic optimization methods location. In genetic programming mutation is per- (Eshelman and Shaffer, 1993b) . Goldberg (1993) finds formed on a node of a tree, with the particulars of the similarity in the ways the recombination operator and operation depending on the quality of the node. For human intuition work: He claims that it is typical for details see Koza (1992) . In tree search a meaningful human insight to take good properties from two very definition for mutation is hard to come by as all taxa different solutions and then to combine the ideas into must be present in the tree and local search by branch a new better idea. Similarly the recombination operator swapping is the reasonable way to explore consecombines information from two parent individuals (sequences of small changes in tree structure. lected by fitness proportionate selection) into two child individuals. As a way of demonstrating the recombination operator I describe the simplest possible recombination operator, which is the 1-point crossover operator
LOCAL SEARCH
operating on binary character string in canonical GAs:
The 1-point crossover cuts the parent chromosomes at a randomly chosen point and then swaps the pieces:
Local search improves on the current solution by examining the neighborhood of the solution and choosParents: 00000000 cut: 00000 000 swap: 00000111 ing a better point if one with a lower value (when minimizing) for the objective function can be found. 11111111 11111 111 11111000 In the context of evolution trees, such operations as subtree pruning regrafting (SPR), nearest neighbor interSee Goldberg (1989) for further discussion about crossover for binary GAs. Mü hlenbein and Schlierkampchange (NNI), and tree branch relocation (TBR) (Swofford and Olsen, 1990) are local search operators. They apply Voosen (1993a,b) describe recombination operators for real-valued vector codings. A conceptually identical a particular operation to the current tree (T ) and produce a limited set of new candidate trees, T c , which is but practically very different recombination operator is used in genetic programming: there recombination the neighborhood of tree T. If any tree TЈ ⑀ T c has a shorter length than T, then T is replaced by TЈ. The is achieved by exchanging subtrees between parent individuals (Koza, 1992) . The recombination operator process is continued until tree T cannot be further improved, and at this point the search has converged to used in the Parsigal program is a variant of the typical GP recombination operator. a global optimum (assuming multiple shortest trees)
or the search has stagnated into a local optimum, or local search operator is 8. Thus one iteration of local search may require different numbers of function evalisland, using the terminology of Maddison (1991) .
As I find visualizing a search space of trees quite uations. As the width of the local search operator is increased, the final values of optimization improve, impossible, I will next illustrate some properties of a local search using a simple function. Figure 3A shows which can be expected as narrow local optima are "wiped out" when the size of the search neighborhood the function to be optimized. I assume a simple local search strategy: Start from a randomly chosen point is increased. This result seems to suggest that using a wider (generally more complex) search operator would and iteratively improve the solution x by examining the neighborhood of the point from left to right. The always be better. In terms of achieving good final values of optimization this is true, but when considering iteration of local search is aborted when the first point xЈ having f(xЈ) Ͼ f(x) is found. Figures 3B-3D show search efficiency, a simpler local search operator may be more efficient, as I will next demonstrate. the final value of optimization for the respective initial point when using local search operators of different Figure 4 shows the average success rate, average improvement, and total improvement per function eval-"widths." In Fig. 3B the width of the local search operator is 2, which here means that the neighborhood of uation for the search operators of different widths. Interestingly, the success rate ( Fig. 4A ) and the average point x was examined at points x Ϫ 1 and x ϩ 1. In Fig. 3C the width is 4 and points x Ϫ 2, x Ϫ 1, x ϩ 1, improvement ( Fig. 4B ) are highest for the simplest (narrowest) local search operator. This at first surprising and x ϩ 2 are examined. In Fig. 3D the width of the result can be explained as follows: Often, especially in the initial and middle phases of a search, it is easy to improve the solution by making a simple change to it. Conversely, a very complex search operator may also try many different heavy modifications to the solution with possibly a much lower success rate. Only in the final phases of a search, when finding improvement becomes increasingly difficult, the more complex operator will possibly outperform the simple operator. Of course the total improvement (Fig. 4C) is highest for the widest operator. However, the operator of width 8 uses up to four times as much effort as the operator of width 2. How does this relate to tree search? An analogy can be drawn between operator width in the simple example and the complexity of the tree search operator used. For example, consider subtree pruning regrafting when cutting either one branch or two branches. The operator cutting and reattaching two branches simultaneously will eventually produce superior results because the complexity of the operator is higher, and therefore the operator will be able to improve trees that the simple operator is unable to improve. However, the simpler operator cutting only one branch is liable to be more effective when considering average improve- search, which may include many function evaluations) the time needed to generate a new solution candidate, T e is the time needed to evaluate the solution candidate, P s ( f ) is the success rate of the search operator, and ⌬( f ) is the average improvement for a successful operation. The time needed to generate a new solution is often quite small unless the problem is constrained and finding a feasible solution is itself a problem. Importantly, T e may significantly depend on the search algorithm. If a new solution xЈ is generated by a small change to an existing solution x, it may in evaluating xЈ be possible to utilize information gained from the evaluation of x. In other words, it may be enough to evaluate a simplified variant of the objective function. In tree search, it is possible to very quickly evaluate consequences of small changes in tree structure using the incremental down-pass optimization method of Gladstein (1997) , by which changes produced using the SPR, TBR, and NNI operators can be evaluated with minor computation. For example, Goloboff (1999) reports that a full round of TBR (ca. 9.5 million rearrangements) takes only 5.5 s on a 266 MHz Pentium for a near-optimal tree for the Zilla data set (500 taxa. 1428 characters, minimum known length 16,218) when incremental down-pass optimization and certain other chastic global search is unlikely to be able to exploit search points have climbed to a local optimum that the operator cannot escape. The total improvement is initially highest for the similarities between search points. In tree search this widest (8) operator, which is better able to escape local optima than means that all internal nodes may have to be built from the narrower operators. However, the average success rate and averscratch, which may require up to several orders of age improvement per function evaluation are highest for the narrowmagnitude more computation than what is required est (2) operator. This is because the wider operators waste relatively when using appropriate computational shortcuts. Thus many attempts in trying out points that result in no improvement.
the incremental down-pass method gives a definite and large advantage to local search in the tree search problem. or per function evaluation. For hard real-life optimiza-P s ( f ) and ⌬( f ) are likely to depend on the phase of tion problems (such as tree search) what matters is the search process, as indicated by the inclusion of f actually the time needed for finding an optimal or as a parameter. Comparing these for local search and acceptably good solution. The search process can be global search, at least P s ( f ) is liable to be higher for partitioned into several components that all contribute local search in the initial phases of the search process. to the improvement speed achieved by the optimizaOverall, considering Eq.
[5] it is easy to see that local tion algorithm:
search will outperform global search in the initial phases of a search, especially when T e is orders of mag-
[5]
nitudes smaller for a local search than for a stochastic global search. The pattern reverses for near-optimal values of f; now local search will have stagnated into In Eq [5] , f is the value of the objective function, T g is local optima, which means that P s ( f ) is zero and no efficiently climbs to the optimum. Note that in princifurther improvement can be achieved. Global search ple too efficient local search can be detrimental to the on the other hand is able to escape local optima due performance of an evolutionary algorithm, because loto the stochastic nature of the search process (although cal search can drive the individuals consistently to the probably with a low P s ( f )).
same local optima, which can have undesirable overall Because local search and global search have different consequences if diversity is purged from the populaadvantages in the beginning and at the end of the tion. It seems likely that the risk of undesirable diversearch process, it is plausible that the combination of sity reduction is less for stochastic local search algothese two search strategies produces an efficient search rithms than for deterministic local search algorithms. method. Next I discuss combining evolutionary optiHinton and Nowlan (1987) (see review and critique mization with local search. Here the evolutionary algoby Belew, 1989) are the first to combine evolutionary rithm operates as a global search engine, which enables optimization with local search, or as they see it, with the algorithm to escape local optima, while giving its learning. There are two distinct ways of achieving this. own direct contribution to the search process. The role First, in Lamarkian evolution, the changes done in the of the local search algorithm is to provide quick imindividual are returned to the genotype-i.e., if local provement to the value of the objective function search succeeds in improving the individual, then the when possible.
changes are done to the respective chromosome. Another possibility of implementing local search is to use the so-called Baldwin effect, which means that local
COMBINING EVOLUTIONARY
search affects the individual's fitness value, but changes are not returned to the chromosome. Generally
OPTIMIZATION AND LOCAL SEARCH
it seems that the Lamarkian variant is preferred, because it is computationally more efficient, but some Evolutionary optimization algorithms emphasize the studies have demonstrated that the Baldwin variant importance of recombination in the search process. Let can be more reliable than the Lamarkian variant (Gruau us consider a real-valued maximization problem in a and Whitley, 1993; Whitley et al., 1994) . One argument multimodal fitness landscape. Eventually one individthat favors the use of the Baldwin variant is that, unlike ual, A, will locate the highest hill, that is, the attraction the Lamarkian variant, it does not much reduce variabasin of the global optimum. However, recombination tion from the population (Whitley et al., 1994) . Local is not necessarily an effective operator in locating the search can be performed (i) around only the best indioptimum. First of all, recombination between A and vidual of the population (Miller et al., 1993) or (ii) individuals climbing other hills will often produce infearound all individuals of the population (Belew, 1989). rior solutions. Also, individuals climbing the highest There is currently no theory-based method of telling hill can locate the highest peak only if the correct values without experimentation which of these two alternafor all genes are present in the population (not a probtives works better. lem with tree search). If not, then the global optimum Hybrid methods combining evolutionary optimizacannot be achieved before mutation provides the misstion with simulated annealing or some local search ing diversity. method, such as stochastic hill-climbing, have been Then consider local search, which can be highly effiused to solve various problems (e.g., Jog et al., 1989 ; cient in hill-climbing if problem-specific knowledge Gruau and Whitley, 1993; Miller et al., 1993 ; Chen and has been implemented into the local search method, as Flann, 1994; Duvivier et al., 1996; Iba et al., 1994 ; Whitley is possible for tree search. One additional consideration et al., 1994; Renders and Flasse, 1996 ; Yamada and Nafavors the use of local search: Local search can guarankano, 1996; Denzig et al., 1997; Rosin et al., 1997 ; Ishitee local optimality, whereas stochastic global search buchi et al., 1997; Dorne and Hao, 1998) , and in all of does not. When combining evolutionary optimization these studies it was discovered that the combination with local search, one hopes that the evolutionary algoof the evolutionary algorithm and local search was the rithm seeks out the area of the fitness landscape containing the global optimum and that local search then most efficient optimization method. Also, some studies compare local search to evolutionary algorithms. Forrest and Mitchell (1993) , Jones and Rawlins (1993), Miller et al. (1993) , Duvivier et al. (1996) , Jones (1995), and Ishibuchi et al. (1997) found that the local search method was more efficient than the evolutionary algorithm alone, whereas Horn et al. (1994) and Renders and Flasse (1996) found that the evolutionary algorithm outperformed local search. Mahfoud (1995) finds that local search is effective with simple problems and that evolutionary algorithms fare better with difficult problems, and indeed this seems to be the case also with many of the studies mentioned above. This conclusion is reasonable, because with simple problems (relatively few local optima) it is easy to locate the basin of attraction for the global optimum, and therefore local search can be expected to perform well. However, with difficult problems the initial point for local search will almost always lie outside the basin of attraction of the global tion is enough to locate the global optimum. Different search space topologies are illustrated by a simple onedimensional function in Fig. 5 . The topology of the search space determines what kind of algorithm will (about the same as the number of taxa) and a small number of generations, because local search causes the be successful for the problem type. A successful search strategy is "well aligned" with the search space, using algorithm to converge much quicker than only evolutionary optimization would. Local search is implethe terminology of Wolpert and Macready (1997) .
mented with SPR and NNI (see Moilanen, 1999, for details) . Perhaps the most notable feature of the Parsigal algo-
THE PARSIGAL PARSIMONY COMPUTER
rithm is the recombination operator, which provides the algorithm with the capability of escaping local op-PROGRAM tima. Recombination is performed as an exchange of subtrees between the two parent trees. Basically recombination randomly selects a subtree from each parent The Parsigal (Parsimony analysis using a Genetic ALgorithm) was described in Moilanen (1999). It operand then inserts the subtree into the other parent into a randomly chosen location. The exchange of subtrees ates using principles described in the previous sections, and I will only briefly review it here. Parsigal uses a is the common recombination operator used in genetic programming (Koza, 1992) . Here, however, a small combination of evolutionary optimization and local search as described in Algorithm 1. Selection is done modification to the basic scheme must be adopted; duplication of taxa must be prevented by deleting from using Eq. [4] , and elitist selection is used, as usual. Parsigal uses an uncommonly low population size the receiving parent the taxa present in the subtree.
The tree fusing operator, which is a central ingredient However, simpler tree structures, such as evolution trees, can be optimized with GP algorithms. The strucof the incredibly successful algorithms of Goloboff (1999) , is a variant of the crossover operator of Parsigal.
tures optimized by GP can be very complex, and consequently a number of specialized genetic operators have Goloboff (1999) does not insert the subtree into a randomly chosen position in the receiving tree, but rather been developed, for example, editing simplifies expressions and encapsulation identifies a useful subtree and incremental down-pass optimization is used to determine the best location of insertion. The results of Gologives it its own name. boff (1999) clearly demonstrate the usefulness of crossover in tree search. The other commonly used genetic operator, mutation, was not used by Parsigal, because DISCUSSION all taxa must be present in all trees, and the operator cannot be defined in a meaningful way (different from the effects of SPR and NNI) for internal nodes.
Tree search is a difficult optimization problem, because the size of the search space is huge (CavalliThe Parsigal program showed reasonably good performance (Moilanen, 1999) . For data sets with 29 to Sforza and Edwards, 1967) and practice has shown the search space to be highly multimodal. The problem 101 taxa and 28 to 70 characters, the average time to find a tree of the shortest known length ranged from has been shown to be a NP-complete problem, which means that it is unlikely that a solution will be found 0.3 s to 6 min on a 90 MHz Pentium computer. The performance of the Parsigal program was partly based that can reliably solve the problem in polynomial time as a function of number of taxa (Graham and Foulds, also on a new way of computing binary characters; 32 binary characters were encoded into two 32-bit com-1982) . Thus tree search is a prime candidate for various global optimization strategies. Citing Renders and puter words, and the overlap of characters between two child nodes and the state set for the parent was Flasse (1996, p. 243): "At this stage of consideration it is useful to keep in mind the fundamental conflict computed simultaneously for all 32 characters using bitwise binary operators (see Moilanen, 1999, for de- between accuracy, reliability and computation time when searching for the global optimum of complex tails). This way of computing binary characters is approximately six times faster than computing binary problems, especially for problems with many local optima: it is generally impossible to reach accurately and characters individually. A similar unpublished method has previously been used by J. S. Farris in the Hennig86 reliably the global optimum in short computation time." This statement emphasizes the problem, which program, which is known for good performance. It is possible that the idea of using a special coding and makes global optimization an interesting and challenging subject. Usually simpler problems, such as small an associated computation algorithm can be further developed for more efficient computations. In Moiladata sets in tree search, can be solved reliably with modern computer resources, but even this task may nen (1999) local search alone was much more efficient than the genetic algorithm alone, but the combination become difficult if the available computation time is limited. of the two methods was most efficient, which demonstrates the advantages of combining local search with Recent advances in search methods (Moilanen, 1999; Nixon, 1999; Goloboff, 1999) and increases in the speed stochastic global search. In Parsigal the genetic algorithm essentially operates as an initial value generator of computer hardware have made it possible to solve even quite large morphological data sets with high for local search.
Because of the tree-recombination operator, the evoreliability within a couple of hours of computation time (for example, see Goloboff, 1999) . However, tree lutionary algorithm used in Parsigal mostly resembles Genetic programing (GP, Koza, 1992; Koza et al., 1996, building from DNA sequence data in which the DNA alignment is optimized simultaneously with the tree Banzhaf et al., 1999, and references therein) . GP is an offspring of GAs that has its own distinct characterisstructure (see Phillips et al., 2000 , for a recent review) is another problem. Both tree search and multiple DNA tics. The individuals of GP are tree structures, often LISP programming language S-expressions, which are sequence (character string) alignment are computationally hard problems, which makes the combination actually computer programs in parenthetical notation. Atmar, W. (1994) . Notes on simulation of evolution. IEEE Trans.
of these two problems exceptionally difficult. Further- ther development of computational methods is needed Bäck, T. (1994) . Parallel optimization of evolutionary algorithms. In for the taxonomical analysis of DNA data. very efficient due to a number of computational short- Bäck, T. (1996) . "Evolutionary Algorithms in Theory and Practice." cuts that have been developed during the past few Oxford Univ. Press, New York.
years (see Goloboff, 1999, for details (Moilanen, 1999; Goloboff, 1999) , the Ratchet (Nixon, 
1999). It is a combination of an advanced high-level
Bernier, J. L., Herraiz, I., Merolo, J. J., and Prieto, A. (1996) . Solving search strategy and efficiently implemented local MasterMind using GAs and simulated annealing: A case of dynamic search that is liable to produce the best results also for constraint optimization. In "Parallel Problem Solving from Nature 4, PPSN IV" (H.-P. Voigt, W. Ebeling, I. Rechenberg, and H.-P.
the tree search problem when simultaneously optimizSchwefel, Eds.). pp. 554-563, Springer-Verlag, Berlin.
ing DNA alignment. 
